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LIGHTING SETUP 
 
THESE ARE NOT ABSOLUTE POWER VALUES, AND NEED TO BE ADJUSTED FOR DIFFERENT MEDAL TYPES 

# TYPE OF LIGHT LIGHT MODIFIER POWER SETTING NOTES 

L1: LHS Broncolor Siros 75 Octa 5.9  (Start here for base exposure 

L2: LHS Broncolor Siros P70 5.4  

L3: LHS Broncolor Siros  Snoot + Grids 8-10  

L4: RHS Broncolor Siros  P70 5.4 Power for RHS varied the 
most, usually 5-6 

 

Overall setup uses 4 lights and 
table with grip mounted to hang 
medals and hold up black foam 
background. 

• Main 75 Octa with scrim 

• Two P70 with grids 

• Snoot shooting through two fine 
grids 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Grip Setup 

• Medal is attached to metal bar 
suspended from hooks with 
nylon attached to a grip arm. 
Small support bar was 
constructed by collection care, 
and medals hung with the 
assistance of collection care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

• SuperClamp is attached to 
the table with short super 
clamp arm, grip arm 
attached to it, allows height 
of the grip arm to be 
adjusted. At the top a 
second grip arm is 
connected running over the 
table. 

• 3 arms are used for hanging 
the medal at different 
angles; these 3 arms cross 
over/intersect at the middle 
of the table. 

• Upright grip arm also 
supports black foam sheet 
for background. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
• Small spot created by 

clamping two grids together 
and supporting in front of 
snoot with small grip arms 
and a super clamp. Angle of 
light is adjusted by tilting the 
light and the grids 
independently. Care has to 
be taken with use of the 
modelling lamp, as the snoot 
and grids retain a LOT of 
heat. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
 
Set up in operation without all the reflectors in place. Note the gridded snoot is not being used and the 2nd 
gridded P70 is high to camera right.  
Diffused 75 Octa is the main light, used to light front face of the medal. Light is off set to create shadow and 
texture in the surface and small adjustments to its angle alter how much shine is reflected back into the camera 
from the medals face. Different metal types and different levels of polish all impact required angle.  

P70 top left is used to light the ribbon, which catches very little light from the Octa, and gives an edge highlight to 
left side of the medal. Can also fill some shadows across the front.  

P70 on camera right is used for edge highlight on right hand side of medal and some fill of the ribbon. Only used 
on some medals, and usually combined with reflectors to shape the edge highlights.  



 

Snoot with Grids is used to highlight ribbon on medals, either directly, or fired from behind into a silver or white 
reflector. Not required for all medals. 

Small silver/mirrored card on lens hood is bouncing hard light back into the ribbon to further highlight it and fill 
shadows. 

 
EXTRA LIGHTING OPTION 

 
Barn doors can also be used if need to highlight the bottom edge 
of some medals, e.g. the Territorial Army Nursing Services Medal, 
or a medals stuck to a panel that cannot be lifted or separated. 
These will not show light reflected from below due to the shape, 
material type or shadow from the backing panel.  

A set of barn doors below the edge of the table and under the 
camera can be used to create the highlight on the bottom edge.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CARD REFLECTORS 
Collection of card reflectors used to fill edges of medals. Selection of different lengths and widths offer a wide 
variety of different edge shapes and sizes to the reflections. Usually held in place by photographer and assistant, 
or can use extra grip arms.  

Exact placement requires very small and subtle adjustments, distance to medal effecting how bright the highlight 
is and the angle that it is held at gives different amounts of fall off and graduation. Each medal reacts slightly 
differently depending on its edge surface and level of shine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

   

Feathering the reflectors top and bottom to highlight the front 
edge of a medal. Changes in angle of a few degrees and 
distance of a few millimetres will affect the size, shape, 
graduation and brightness of the reflected highlight.  

Usually pick up and reflect back spill from the main light, or 
edge light, but in some cases where more fill was needed the 
gridded snoot was placed behind the scene and reflected back 
into the medals. 
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